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After the former project series ‚MY HEART IN ...‘, whereby buil-
dings in Germany and Brazil have already been turned into bio-
sensory light objects, now the body based public intervention 
IM_PULS is intended to be realized. As a first pilot project for 
all over Europe, the  highest possible architectural building 
of  Germany will be transformed into a heart controlled light 
sculpture. 
Involved European citizens like the mayors, asylum seekers,  
children, homeless people, teachers, hospice patients, cab dri-
vers, etc ... will  ( by one persons per night ) display their hearts 
live(!)-pulse through the kinetic illuminated top of  Germanys 
highest TV tower. 
Starting at dusk, a public, far visible pulse-peak of  these hearts 
illuminates the top and the exterior of  the resident architec-
ture by heart controlled, indirect lighting impulses. A modified 
watch measures and transmits the quiet, hidden, individual 
biofeedback from the participant to the installed lighting modu-
les. The enclosed simulations outlines this functionality and 
appearance. 
The far across city borders interacting building temporarily 
becomes a signaling, widely visible ’land- mark‘ above Berlin 
that initially generates a high public and also EU wide atten-
tion. Parts of  the audience experience the abstract light kinetic 
unmediated and by coincidence. Therefore the artistic inter-
vention and each of  the daily changing participants (all citizens 
from Berlin and all over Europe) will be introduced in advance 
by print-, social-(online) and TV-media. 
The selected cross section of  these citizens stands in associa-
tion with increasingly questions regarding our will and heart 
for solidarity, respect, diversity, common welfare in this region 
as a mirrow for all societies over Europe (...). In connected with 
the most urgent questions: What matters community, how do 
we want to live and shape inevitable changing societies, nature 
and invironments (...). 

online unter:   www.totalkunst.de/impuls_europe/
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Projektanimation unter:   www.dirkvollenbroich.com/KOELN_IM_PULS.htm



further examples of  realized artistic works and projects:              ENLIGHTENMENT

  here: presented on german WDR television           

          
here: Int. Light Art Award - int. Light Art Center, Unna
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SHORT CIRCUIT, Palacio de Comunicaciones, Madrid

        SOS-POETRY, Museu de Arte do Rio, Rio de Janeiro
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